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ABSTRACT
Diabetes is perhaps the most perilous persistent sickness that could prompt others genuine muddling illnesses. In
Indonesia, the most widely recognized diabetes microvascular confusions illnesses are retinopathy, nephropathy
and neuropathy. To forestall these complexities to show, information mining strategy to remove information on
hazard factor for every inconvenience gets pivotal. The objective of this examination is to build an expectation
model for three significant diabetes difficulty illnesses in Indonesia and discover the critical highlights
corresponded with it. In this exploration, the diabetes hazard calculates limited seven highlights, which are Age,
Gender, BMI, Family history of diabetes, Blood pressure, term of diabetes endures and Blood glucose level.
Subsequently, Naive Bayes Tree and C4.5 choice tree-based arrangement strategies and k-implies grouping
procedures were utilized to investigate this dataset. After this examination, we assessed the presentation of every
method and tracked down the related element and sub element as a sickness hazard factor for them. Coming about
the most compelling danger factor for Retinopathy is a female patient that having a hypertension emergency. With
respect to Nephropathy, the most unmistakable danger factor is the span of diabetes over 4 years. However, for
Neuropathy, it ruled for female patients, with BMI more than 25. Concerning family background of diabetes, there is
no unmistakable huge connection with these complexity infections. The general exactness of the proposed model is
68% so it, could be utilized to as an elective strategy to help anticipate diabetes entanglement sicknesses at a
beginning phase.

Keyword Diabetes complication disease; data mining; prediction model; k-means; Naive Bayes; C4.5 decision
tree. etc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Diabetes Mellitus (DM) characterized as gathering of metabolic problems predominantly cause by overabundance
glucose inside the circulation system. The World Health Organization expresses that roughly in excess of 700
million individuals were extended experiencing diabetes by 2030. Diabetes patients happen all through the world,
yet is more normal in created nations [1]. In Indonesia, the pervasiveness of diabetes was 10,9%, and the pattern is
slowly expanding [2]. Diabetes as metabolic problems could harm the veins, . which increment the danger of
genuine unexpected issues that harming the heart, eyes, kidneys and nerves. The most widely recognized diabetes
confusions infections are isolated into two assembled dependents on its harm to little veins (microvascular) and
harm to the corridors (macrovascular). Microvascular illness bunch into which organ the infection assault, which are
eye (retinopathy), kidney (nephropathy) and neural harm (neuropathy). The major macrovascular entanglements
incorporate sped up cardiovascular illness showing as strokes among other genuine infections. As indicated by
Indonesian Ministry of Health, the main three of the diabetes microvascular inconvenience illnesses are retinopathy,
neuropathy and nephropathy [3]. Besides, to forestall the confusions deteriorating, one of the manners in which that
should be possible is by acquiring data in regards to its danger factor. Because of high mortality and bleakness of
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diabetes confusion infections, counteraction and hazard factor forecast become significant and arising pattern of
examination subject and studies. Numerous examinations have been led to acquire information related of hazard
elements and finding of diabetes and pre-diabetes. Notwithstanding, barely any investigations have been led to
assess the diabetes complexity sicknesses, particularly its danger factors. Thus, diabetes intricacy infections keep on
being underutilized in sickness counteraction and not regularly possibly discovered when the illness previously
showed in the hurting condition. Diabetes is otherwise called the quiet executioner in light of this explanation.
Diabetes hazard figure partitioned two gatherings, which are changed and unmodified. Changed identified with trait
like racial, ethnic, age, sex, and so forth Unmodified identified with undesirable and stationary way of life. In this
examination, we utilized credits from clinical records of the Indonesian diabetes patient to establish hazard factor for
every one of three significant diabetes intricacy illnesses in Indonesia. In this data time, Data mining has effectively
become a significant method to help analysts to separate information from huge and complex information, for
example, from patient clinical records. In this exploration, Indonesian diabetic's patient dataset was prepared with
information mining strategies to discover decides that can assist with deciding the danger factor quality and

its worth of potential diabetes complexity infection. We utilized information mining to acquire this
information from patient clinical record ascribes, from changed and unmodified danger factor.
Subsequently, in the engineering of this exploration approach, an exertion was made to track down the
most appropriate information mining procedure to create the standard and the most impact quality and
its worth from altered and unmodified danger factors. This examination is coordinated as follows:
segment 2 gives the vital foundation information on information mining and related exploration in this
subject and the distinction with the proposed of this examination. Segment 3 presents the technique
approach and area 4 give the outcome and conversation of this examination, with segment 5 giving
ends.
2. PROCEDURE
Introduction As a result of every persistent has distinctive altered and unmodified danger factors, diabetes
entanglement illness could show diversely on every diabetes patient. These scientists centered to extricate
information on altered and unmodified danger factor for three significant miniature vascular diabetes complexity
illness, which are Retinopathy (DR), Nephropathy (DN) and fringe Neuropathy (DPR). Retinopathy could cause
visual deficiency, Nephropathy could cause renal disappointment, and Peripheral Neuropathy that could cause a foot
ulcers and even lower appendage removal. Since there were factual importance between diabetes term and diabetic
fringe neuropathy [4], we would likewise incorporate it as hazard factor to be break down. Information mining is
turning into the significant component for dissecting and gain information from information, particularly in complex
and with huge credits as clinical record. Information mining envelops shifted in method to shape bunches, arranged
and made the relationship among structure and unstructured information. The most well-known information mining
technique to analyze diabetes product gullible Bayes, choice tree and neural organization [5, 6].regarding
unmodified danger factor, research utilizing spesific sexual orientation and etnic become significant, Sharmila et al
focus on acquiring understanding about the huge information forecast of Indian diabetic dataset through Hadoop
utilizing K-implies technique [7]. The aftereffect of these investigates means to build models for programmed
screening framework Final Stage for diabetic complexity infections. Model develops by choosing a subset of the
component dependent on character of information or dependent on information mining procedures with the best
presentation exactness. A Case based thinking calculation has been embraced to construct a reasonable model for
information the executives arrangement of diabetes inconvenience illness [8]. On account of nephropathy among
type 2 diabetic patients, a standard based symptomatic grouping utilizing a choice tree calculation has been worked
with hereditary and clinical highlights in a sex explicit arrangement as hazard factors [9]. On account of neuropathy,
DuBrava et al lead research with the goal to distinguish hazard factor factors connected with finding of neuropathy
on electronic wellbeing records of diabetic patient utilizing arbitrary timberland displaying. This exploration coming
about that the most connected factors are age as changed danger factor, with different factors come from clinical
treatment and Labs information, for example, Charlson Comorbidity Index score, number of pre-record techniques
and administrations, number of pre-file outpatient remedy, number of pre list outpatient visits, and so on [10].
Diabetic Retinopathy as significant diabetes intricacy become the most considered field utilizing information mining
approach of picture preparing. Torok et al fabricated programmed techniques for retinopathy screening utilizing
retina photos and tear liquid proteomics biomarkers of diabetic patient [11]. Beforehand Zhang et al proposed
technique utilizing picture from tongue tone, surface and math highlights of diabetic patient [12]. Connect to past
comparative exploration, our examination first point of discovering related altered and unmodified danger variables
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and its critical worth of the clinical record of the Indonesian diabetic patient, the subsequent target was to bunch that
hazard factors in every one of the three significant miniature vascular diabetes inconvenience illness as rule for
screening model utilizing information mining strategies. To accomplish the exploration goals, we think about two AI
task, managed and solo learning. In the administered learning, design gains inductively from every one of diabetes
intricacy illnesses as the marked preparing information, to discover the danger factor and its huge worth.
Administered learning partitioned into relapse and grouping. in this examination, we fabricate a few hyphotesis as
elective capacity of diabetic altered and unmodified danger components to characterize into three significant
diabetes complexity illnesses. Probably the most well-known managed learning tehcniques are choice trees, rule
larning, k-closest neighbors (k-NN),genetic algorithm, artificial neural organizations and backing vector machine.
Yet, in unaided learning, covered up example of information find with no comparing names, with the most
well known learning tehcniques are affiliation and grouping [13]. In this exploration, the solo learning procedure
that being use are bunching. Which intend to discover covered up example of hazard factor, being finished by
incorporated partition of diabetic patient information into gathering of information with simmiliar characters. In this
examination, the unaided learning strategy that being utilized are grouping. Which intends to discover covered up
examples of hazard factor, being finished by incorporating partition of diabetes patient information into gatherings
of information with comparative characters.reyou to create the images as PostScript (PS).
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3. MATH
Introduction If you are using Word, use either the Microsoft Equation Editor or the MathType add-on
(http://www.mathtype.com) for equations in your paper (Insert | Object | Create New | Microsoft Equation or
MathType Equation). “Float over text” should not be selected.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Grouping and characterization of information mining strategy and its calculation were concentrated to fabricate the
expectation model of diabetes difficulty illness. The model produces rule from diabetic clinical information into four
gatherings, which are nephropathy, retinopathy, neuropathy and blended entanglements (other). To assemble the
most reasonable standard based model for the forecast reason, we assess the exhibition from grouping and
arrangement method. It tends to be seen that contrast with grouping method, arrangement procedure gives better
data, execution and could order highlights and sub element into three significant microvascular diabetes complexity
infection. From the information mining investigation, we can close the most powerful danger factor for every
diabetes confusion infection. Turn out that despite the fact that the blood glucose level and the length of diabetes
endure lead to complexity illness, yet it's generally unmistakable on Neprophaty. It additionally presumes that
glucose level and quality (family background of diabetes) turn out don't impact to explicit diabetes inconvenience.
Likewise, we acquire information that the most well-known danger factor for Retinopathy are the circulatory strain
in a reach hypertension emergency. With respect to Nephrophaty the most unmistakable danger factor is the span of
diabetes endure, particularly that over 10 years. Diabetes patients that overweight and fat, having more danger to
Neurophaty. Given the exactness of the proposed model is 68%, with the higest precision on.
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